
All products are seeded and can be planted in the ground. 
They are all customizable and can be imprinted 
with your logo and/or graphics. 
To order call 416-698-9898.

Plantable Products
Seeded Paper Book marks
Plantable bookmarks are the perfect giveaway 
to share leading up to or on Earth Day.
 
Size: 1.75” x 7.5” or 2“ x 5”
Customize: Add your company logo.
 
Plant seed paper under 1/8" of soil. Water thoroughly. 
Place in a sunny corner and keep moist during germination.
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Tree in a box
1 Packet Containing Plantable Seeds (Your choice of 
Red Maple, Norway Spruce, Basil, Daisy, Black-Eyed 
Susan, or Tomato)
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Earth Day Wildflower Seed Packets
Give and grow tons of wildflowers that will help create habitats for important 
pollinators this Earth Day by sharing these eco-friendly seed packets.

Size: 3.125 x 3.875 inches
Wildflower Seed Mix: Grows a blend of colorful wildflowers including 
Bird’s Eye, Clarkia, Black-Eyed Susan, Sweet Alyssum, Catchfly and 
Snapdragon.
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Earth Day Seed Paper 
Sprouter Kit
Biodegradable grow kit gifts that give 
everything needed to grow wildflowers.
 
Pot: Biodegradable rice material
Pot Size: 3.5" x 3.3125"
Wildflower Seed Mix: Grows a blend of 
colorful wildflowers including Bird’s Eye, 
Clarkia, Black-Eyed Susan, Sweet 
Alyssum, Catchfly and Snapdragon.
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Earth Day Seed Bombs
Get noticed this Earth Day with a gift bag that 
includes 3 seed bombs packed with NON-GMO seeds 
that will help grow habitats for important pollinators.
 
Includes: 3 seed bombs made with emerald green & 
royal blue mixed together. Planting instructions are 
printed on a card insert.
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Made from biodegradable corn starch material, this unique 
seed pen, once disposed of, will grow into a tree. Each pen is 
shipped with seeds inserted into the removable end cap.

Seed Pen6

Sprout Pencil with Double-Sided 
Basil Seed Paper
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One of the most eco-friendly promotions on the market, 
this unique giveaway brings together two amazing 
products; seed paper and a plantable SproutTM pencil! 
The whole thing is plantable so the recipients can plant 
the branded seed paper packaging and then, after they 
have used the plantable pencil, they can stick the end of 
the pencil in soil and watch it grow too.

To order or request pricing please call 416-698-9898 or 
email kimberley@gibsonprinting.ca


